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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a singular M-matrix (or a strictly lower triangular matrix). The singular 
graph and level diagram of A are denoted by S(A) and S,(A) respectively. The 
Jordan diagram of A (for 0) is denoted by J(A). The purpose of this paper is to 
answer the question: What are the relations of S(A) and S,(A) to j(A)? In the case 
ind(A) = 2, the following questions raised by H. Schneider are discussed: (a) Given 
J(A), what are the possible S,(B) for M-matrices B such that J(B)= J(A)? 
(b) Given S,(A), what arc the possible J(B) for M-matrices B such that S,(B)= 
S,(A)? 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix P E R”,” is called nonnegative if all elements of P are nonnega- 
tive, and we write P > 0. A matrix A E R “sn is called an M-matrix if A can 
be expressed in the form 
A=pl- P, P>O and pap(P), 
where p(P) is the spectral radius of P. 
We usually consider the structure of the elementary divisors, associated 
with 0, of a singular M-matrix. Let A be a singular M-matrix. The singular 
graph and level diagram of A are denoted by S(A) and S,(A) respectively. 
The Jordan diagram of A (for 0) is denoted by ](A). J(A) completely 
characterizes the structure of the elementary divisors, associated with 0, of 
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A. H. Schneider raised the following questions in [z]: 
(i) What are the relations of S(A) and S,(A) to J(A)? 
(ii) Given S(A) [or S,(A)], what are the possible J(B) for M-matrices B 
such that S(B)= S(A) [or S,(B) = S,(A)]? 
(iii) Given J(A), what are the possible S(B) [or S * (B)] for M-matrices B 
such that J(B) = J(A)? 
As is well known, S(A) gives rise to S,(A) and a sequence of level 
characteristic numbers A ], . , A, which are uniquely determined by S(A) (or 
A). J(A) can be characterized by a sequence of Weyr characteristic numbers 
w ,,“., Wh. 
In [3], [4], and [5], H. Schneider and D. J. Richman have already studied 
above questions. This paper continues their research. In this paper, we 
consider question (i) partly, i.e., we consider the following questions for 
question (i): Let A be a singular M-matrix, and let (w,,. . . , w,) and 
(A r,. . . , A,,> be the Weyr characteristic and level characteristic of A respec- 
tively. 
(1.1) Under what conditions is w, + . . . + w,’ = A, + . . . + A,,? 
(1.2) Under what conditions is wr + . . . + wp 2 (A, + . . . + A,)+ t? 
Here p is a positive integer, 1~ p < h [h = ind(A) is the index (for 0) of A], 
and t is a positive integer with some restrictions. 
(1.3) Under what conditions is wr, < A,? 
Here p is a given positive integer and 2 < p < h = ind(A). 
In [3], we saw that there is close connection between M-matrices and 
strictly lower triangular matrices. In this paper, we discuss the above 
questions for M-matrices and for strictly lower triangular matrices, and our 
central idea is to consider the influence of the properties of S(A) on above 
questions. 
For the case of ind(A) = 2, th e o f 11 owing questions are answered in this 
paper: 
(1.4) Given j(A), what are the possible S,(B) for M-matrices B such 
that J(B) = J(A)? 
(1.5) Given S,(A), what are the possible J(B) for M-matrices B such 
that S,(B)= S,(A)? 
2. DEFINITION AND NOTATION 
Firstly, we recall some concepts given in [2]. Let A = (aij) E R”,“. The 
associated directed graph G(A) is a graph with vertices 1,2,. . ., n, where 
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(i, j) is an arc if and only if aij f 0. Let (n) = (1,2,. . , n}. The graph is 
strongly connected if either it has only one vertex or there is a path in G(A) 
from i to j, for all i, j E (n). A strong component of G(A) is a maximal 
strongly connected subgraph of G(A). As is well known, by a suitable 
permutation matrix P, A can be reduced to block triangular form, 
‘AlI 0 ... 0 \ 
A,, A,, .*. 0 
PAP’= . . . , 
where A,, is square and is either irreducible or a 1 X 1 null matrix. The right 
side is called Frobenius standard form. Up to the order of Aii, the Frobenius 
standard form of a matrix exists uniquely. Every Aii (i = 1,2,. . . , g) deter- 
mines a strong component of A exactly. The strong component determined 
by Aii is called the ith component of G(A). The reduced graph R(A) of A is 
defined to be a partially ordered set (Va, >= ), where V, = (1,2,. . . , g} and 
i >= j if and only if i = j or there is a path in G(A) from a vertex of the ith 
strong component to a vertex of the j th strong component. We say i accesses 
j if i >= j. 
Next. we give some definitions for the case that A is singular. We shall 
always assume that A is in Frobenius standard form. We say i is a singular 
vertex of A if Aii is singular. The singular vertices of A are denoted by 
(Yr,. .) a,s. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The singular graph of A is defined to be a partially 
ordered set S(A) with vertices CI~,.. ., a,7 and partial-order relation >=, 
where LY, >= (Y; if and only if the same relation holds in R(A). We write 
S(A) = {(Y,, . . ., ;Y,%}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let V be a subset of S(A), and CI E V. We call (Y a 
maximal element in V if fi >= cr and p E V imply p = (Y. 
NOTATION 2.3. 
AI = {maximal elements in S(A)}. 
The following are defined inductively: 
p-1 
maximal elements in S(A) \ U Ai 
i=l 
p=2,3 )... . 
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Every A, (p = 1,2,. . . ) is called a level of S(A). Let the number of levels 
be h, and A, = IA,,1 (the cardinality of A,,), p = 1,2,. . . , h. Then (A,, ., Ah) 
is called the level characteristic of A. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The level diagram of A, denoted by S,(A), is the 
diagram formed by h rows of stars such that the pth row (from the bottom) 
has A, stars. 
For any A E R”,“, as is well known, the index (for 0) of A is defined as 
follows: 
ind(A)=min{kaO:Ker(Ak)=Ker(Akfl), kEZ+), 
where Z+ . 1s the set of all positive integers. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let A E R”,” be a singular matrix. 
(a) The Weyr characteristic of A is the sequence w(A) = (wl,. . , w,) 
where w, + .. . + wp = dimker(A”) and h = ind(A). Sometimes, we write it 
as w(A) = (w,(A), . . . , w,(A)). 
(b) The Jordan d’ ragram of A (for O), denoted by J(A), is the diagram 
formed by h rows of stars such that the ith row (from the bottom) has wi 
stars, where h = ind(A). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let 
A= 
Then S(A) is 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 -1 0 0 0 
0 -1 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 3 , 
4 5 06 
and S,(A) is 
* 
* * 
* * * 
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By calculating, we obtain w(A) = (4,1,1). Then J(A) is 
* 
* 
* * * * 
NO.TATION 2.7. 
(a) For A E R’“,“, we denote 
9(A) = {B E It”‘.” : bij = 0 if and only if aij = 0}, 
.@(A) = {B E R”‘3”: b,,i = 0 if ai,i = 0), 
where A = (aij> and B = (bij); 
S+(A)=[BER”‘,“: BEP(A) and B>O). 
Clearly, 9+ (A) 5 9(A) 5 .@A) whenever A # 0. 
(b) For A E R”,” and j E {1,2,. . . , n), we denote 
@/‘j(j) = {i:i l {1,2,...,n} and a$“#O}, 
where AJ’ = (a$)> and p is a positive integer. 
(c) For A E R”,” and j E (1,2,. . . , n}, we denote 
A(A)(j)={i:i~{1,2,...,12} and 
there exists a path of length p from i to j in G(A)}, 
where p is a positive integer. 
NOTATION 2.8. Let S be a partially ordered set with partial order >=. 
Then 
(a) Let 
Scp)( p) = { CY E S : there exists a sequence 
Ck!‘ty~,CZ 1>...>a,,= psuchthat ai>=cuj+,,i=O,l ,..., p-l}, 
where p E S and p is a positive integer. 
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(b) Let Q(S) denote the set of all M-matrices (of all possible orders) 
whose singular graph is isomorphic to S. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let (S,, >=1 ) and (S,, >=z ) be two finite partially 
ordered sets. We say S, is under S, if S, and S, have the same level 
diagram and there is a bijection f from S, to S, such that i >=1 j implies 
f(i) >=2 f(j) for arbitrary i,j E S,. We denote it as S, Q S,. 
Generally, we can use “ >= ” for “ >=1 ” and “ >=e ” in S, and S, 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let S, and S, be two finite partially ordered sets as 
follows: 
Then S, Q S,. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let T,, . . . , T,, be nonempty sets. 
(a) A sequence (t,,..., t,,,) is called a system of representatives for 
T 1 ,..., T,, if ti~Ti, l<i<m. 
(b) A system of representatives (t ,, . . . , t,) is called a system of distinct 
representatives for T,, . , T,, if ti # tj whenever i # j. If m = 1 for every 
t, E T,, then (t,) is called a system of distinct representatives for T,. 
(c) A system of representatives (t,, . . . ,t,r,) is called a rigid system of 
representatives for T,, . . . , T,,, if for all nonidentity permutations u of 
{1,2,. . , ml, the system (t,(,), . . . , t,(,,,) ) does not form a system of representa- 
tives for T,,. . ., T,“. If m = 1 for every t, E T,, then (t,) is called a rigid 
system of representatives for T,. 
Clearly, a rigid system of representatives is also a system of distinct 
representatives. 
3. ON STRICTLY LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRICES 
Let D = (dij) E R”,” be a strictly lower triangular matrix. By the defini- 
tionof >=,i>=j ifandonlyifthereexistsasequence i=i,,i,,...,i,=j 
such that dip, i,,+, # 0, 0 < p < m - 1, 1~ m < s - 1. Next, we recall some 
definitions given in [5]. Suppose S(D) has m levels A,,. . , A,,. The set 
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L%..., s) may be relabeled as {tr , . . . , t,) so that the following two conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) if ti>=tj, then i >j; 
(2) if ti E I$, tj E A,, and p < 9, then i > j. 
The relabeling corresponds to a simultaneous permutation of rows and 
columns of D. We shall assume at the outset that D is arranged so that: 
(3) if i E Ap, j E A,, and p < 9, then i > j. 
D can be partitioned into an m x m block matrix by defining A, X A, 
submatrices 
BY (3) D,, = 0 for p >/ 9. Thus 
( 0 0 . . . o\ A,” 
D,,-,,,, 0 ... 0 4f-l 
(3.1) D= . 
D;,,, *a: D,, 0 A1 
with the reverse ordering being a consequence of defining the first level of S 
as the set of maximal elements. The levels of S are listed underneath the 
matrix to show their correspondence with the block rows and columns of D. 
The right side of (3.1) is called the standard form of the strictly lower 
triangular matrix. 
NOTATION 3.2. T, denotes the set of all strictly lower triangular matrices 
in R”,” which are in standard form. 
In this section, we discuss the relations of singular graphs to Jordan 
diagrams for strictly lower triangular matrices. 
LEMMA 3.3 (see [5]). Let D E T,, and (A,, . . . , A,) be the level character- 
istic of D. Zf h = ind(D), then: 
(i) h < m, 
(ii) or+ .. . + to,, = A, + . . . + A,,,, 
(iii) w,+ .. . +w,>A,+ *. . + A,, 1 <p < h, 
where w(D)=(wI,..., w,) is the Weyr characteristic of D. 
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REMARK. In Lemma 3.1, (ii) and (iii) are also true if II is a singular 
M-matrix, and we have h = m in this case (see [2]). 
For D E TV, ind(D) = h, let DP = (( DP)ij) be the same partition as D. 
Then 
DP’ 
Let 
0 
. . . 0 
. . . W’)L,>+I 
0 
0 
I\ 
I . 
I 
i ’ 
p=1,2 h. a”.> 
( D”)L,+~ 
Then D” can be partitioned as 
THEOREM 3.4. L.et DET~, and (A ,,..., A,,,) be the level characteristic of 
D. For given p, 1~ p < h = ind( D), then the following are equivalent: 
(i) o1 + . * * + op = A, + . . . + A,, 
(ii) D$‘) has full column rank, 
where o(D)=(w,,..., oh) is the Weyr characteristic of D. 
Proof. By the definition, we have 
w,+ . . . + or, = dimKer( Dp) = s -rank( D”) = s -rank( 02’). 
This implies that w, + . * * + wp = A 1 + * * * + A, if and only if 
rank( D’,p’) = s -(A, + . . . + A,,) = A,+1 -t . . . + A, 
(since A, + . . * + A,, = s). Notice that D$‘) is a (A, + * *. + A,,_,)X(A,+, 
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+ . . . + A,,,) matrix. Then w1 + . . . + w,, = A, + . - - + A, if and only if D$” 
has full column rank. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let D E T,, and (A,, . . . , A,,,) be the level characteristic 
ofD. Forgiuenp, l<p<ind(D), if;f,(D)+ ... +w,(D)=A,+ ... +A,, 
then A, + * * * + Atn_p > A,,, + . . . + A,,,. 
Proof. It is immediate by Theorem 3.4. H 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let D E T,. For gioen p, 1 Q p < ind( D), if D$” has full 
column rank, then or,(D) Q A,, where A,, is the pth level number of D. 
Proof. It is immediate by Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.3. 
In D!J), for given p [l < p < ind( D)], we denote 
w 
k=1,2 ,..., m-p. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 3.7. Let D E T,, and (A,,. .., A,,,) be the level characteristic of 
D. For given p, 1~ p < ind( 0): 
(i) if, fw some k (1~ k < m - p), the matrix D’“‘(k) is not of full column 
rank, then w,(D)+ . . . + w,(D)> A, + *. . + A,; 
(ii) zj, for t k’s, k,, . . . , k, (1 Q k, Q m - p), the matrix D(P)(ki) is not of 
full column rank for every i, 1~ i < t, then w,(D) + . . . + w,,(D) 2 (A, 
+ . . . + A,)+ t. 
Proof (i). Since DCp’(k) . . is not of full column rank for some k, and so 
Dy) is not of full column rank, by Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 we get 
q(D) + . . . + mp( D) > A, + * * * + A,. 
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(ii): For any i, 1~ i < t, by the hypothesis, rank(DCp)(ki)) < A, - 1. It is 
elementary that 
,n - p 
rank( D$“) < c rank( LP’( i)). 
i=l 
Hence it follows that 
rank( Z&“) G Al,+1 + . . . + A,,, - t. 
Since o1 + .. . + wr, = s - ranks 02)) and A, + . . . + A,,, = s, then 
o,+ . . . +w,>s-(A,+,+ ... +A,,,-t)=(A,+ ... +A,,)+t. w 
The converse of this theorem is not true. This is shown in following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let D E T,, and A, = A, = A, = 2 be the level character- 
istic of 
D= 
0 010 o/o 0 
0 0’0 0’0 0 
____-‘_____1_____ 
1 II0 010 0 
1 1;o 010 0 ____‘-__-o~-o--~ 
1011 
0 II0 II0 0 
For p = 1, the matrices D”‘(k), k = 1,2, have full column rank, but w1 = 
3 > A,. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let A E R’“,‘. Then the following are equivulent : 
(i) For every B E g(A), B is linearly column dependent. 
(ii) For every B E P(A), B is linearly column dependent. 
(iii) The sets (If)(j), j = 1,2,. . ., 1, have no system of distinct representu- 
tives, or m < 1. 
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Proof. (i) *(ii): S ince 9(A) c g(A), it is immediate. 
(ii) * (iii): Suppose m > 1. If the sets &‘)<j>, j = 1,2,. . . ,I, have a system 
of distinct representatives I = (i,,. . ., i,), where ij E Qy’(j), we define a 
matrix B = (bij) E II”‘,’ as f0110WS: 
if aij#Oand i+ij, 
if i=ij, 
otherwise. 
Obviously, B E S(A). Consider the 1 X 1 square submatrix B’ of B whose 
row-index set is {ir,..., il}. Then B’ has only one diagonal in which every 
element is t, and the other elements in B’ are 0 or 1. So we have 
det(B’)=et’+b(t), 
where E = 1 or - 1 and b(t) is a polynomial in t whose degree < 1. For t 
suffkiently large, det(B’) # 0, and for this case, B is linearly column inde- 
pendent. This is contrary to (i). 
(iii) j (i): For m < I, (i) holds obviously. 
Suppose m > 1, and for some B E &A), B is linearly column indepen- 
dent. Then there exists an 1 X 1 square submatrix B’ of B such that 
det(B’) # 0. By the definition of determinant, there exists a nonzero term 
in det(B’), where (i,, . . . , i,) is a permutation of the row-index set of B’. SO 
(i 1,. . . , il) is a system of distinct representatives of the sets Q&?)(j), j = 
1,2 ,..., 1. Since Q’,‘!(j) LQrr’(j)GQf’(j), (i, ,..., i,) is also a system of 
distinct representatives of the sets Qy)< j), j = 1,2,. . . ,l. This is contrary 
to (iii). W 
For convenience, we give the Vrba’s theorem and Richman’s lemma (see 
[S]) as follows. 
VRBA'S THEOREM. Let A E R”‘,“‘. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) For all B E 9(A), B is nonsingular (f&- this case, A is said to be 
absolutely nonsingular 1. 
(ii) The sets Qz)< j), j = 1,2,. . . , m, have a unique system of distinct 
representatives. 
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RICHMAN’S LEMMA. LRt A E R’“,‘. Then 
(i) For all B E 9(A), B has full column 
have full absolute column rank). 
the following are equivalent: 
rank (for this case, A is said to 
(ii) There exists an 1 X 1 submatrix A’ of A such that A’ is absolutely 
nonsingular. 
The following lemma is also well known. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let DET, and D> 0. Then, for 16 p Q ind(D) and 
j=1,2 )...) s, 
A(;‘( j) = Q’d”( j) 
LEMMA 3.11. Let DET, and D>O. Zf DEg(D), then Dr’~g(Dp), 
where 1~ p < ind( 0). 
Proof. Let D =(dij), D = (d,,) and D, = (djs’), D = (a?$)>. It is suffi- 
cient to prove that @‘) # 0 implies d$’ # 0. 
The proof is by induction on p. If p = 1, the result is trivial. So suppose 
that the statement is true for the case of p - 1. For the case of p, since 
&’ = 1; =, d., 68 - ‘) # 0, 
1J 
th ere exists a k such that orik CC@-” # 0; moreover, 
dik # 0 and org.-” # 0. By the inductive hypothesis, we have dpi-” # 0 and 
dik f 0; these show that 
d$‘= L dikdp;-“# 0. 
k=l 
This completes the proof. 
TnEonEh$ 3.12. Let D E TY, D > 0, and (A,, . . . , A,,,) be the level charac- 
tertsticofD. Forgivenp,2<p<ind(D),if, fortk’s,kl,...,k,(l~ki,( 
m - p) the sets AC(g)(j) j E A ptk,’ 
for eve& i, 1 <i < t, then w,(D)+ 
have no system of distinct representatives 
*.. -t~,(D)>(h~+ ... +A,)+tforall 
b E B(D) where D has the level characteristic (A i, . . . , A,,,). 
Proof. Since D > 0, by Lemma 3.10, for any j, 16 j < s, we have 
Q$( j) = Q$‘)( j) = A(g)(j) . 
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By the hypothesis, the sets Q$( j), j E II,,+~,, have no system of distinct 
representatives. For any b E g_(D), by Lemma 3.11, 6” E B(D’). Since fi 
has the level characteristic (A,, . , A,,,), we have ZY$” E g( II’,“‘), and then 
@‘)(k)~~(D(p)(k)), k =1,2,... , m - p. By Lemma 3.9, the matrix ZV’(k,) 
(1~ i < t) is not of full column rank. By Theorem 3.7, we get 
w,(B)+ ... + w,( z3) >, (A, + . . . + /I,,)+ t. n 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let D E T,, and (A,, . . . , A,,,) be the level characteris- 
tic of D. Zf, for t k’s, k, ,... k, (1~ ki < m - l), the sets AC:(j), j E A:,+,, 
have no system of distinct representatives for every i, 1~ i < t, then w,(D) >, 
A, + t for all fi E g(D) where fi has the level characteristic (A,, . . . , A,,,). 
Proof. Clearly, Q$)( j) = h’z( j) f or any j, 1~ j < s. The rest is similar 
to the proof of Theorem 3.12. W 
The converses of Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.13 are not true. This is 
shown in following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.14. Let D E T6, and (A,, A,, A,) = (2,1,3) be the level char- 
acteristic of 
0 0 o;o;o 0’ 
0 0 o;o;o 0 
0 0 o;o;o 0 A3 
S(D): A2 
A, 
0 0 01110 01 
For all fi E B(D) such that 6 has the level characteristic (2,1,3), since 
rank(fi)=2, hence o,(fi)=4=A,+2. But AC;(j), jEA,, has always a 
system of distinct representatives (5). 
THEOREM 3.15. Let D E Z’,, and (A,, . . . , A,,,) be the level characteristic 
of D. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Forallfi’ET(D), w,(D)=A,. 
(ii) The sets Qg)( j) (or A(;( j)), j E A, U . . . U A,,,, have a rigid system 
of representatives. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.4, (i) is equivalent to the statement 
(i’) for all D E 9(D), 62’ has full column rank. 
(i’) 3 (ii): Since D$’ has full column rank for all D E 9(D), 02’ has full 
absolute column rank. Let k = A, + . . . + A,,. By Richman’s lemma, for 
some k x k submatrix B of D, , (I) B is absolutely nonsingular. By Vrba’s 
theorem, the sets Q(Bl)(j), j E A, U . . . U A,,,, have a unique system of 
distinct representatives T = (ti,, . . , tj,). Now, we will show that T is a rigid 
system of representatives for (Qg’(j)}j. Suppose, for some nonidentity per- 
mutation u on the row-index set of B, T’= (tqCi,),. , tqcik,) is a system of 
representatives for {Q(gl)(j)}j. Ob viously, T’ is also a system of distinct 
representatives for (Qg’(j)lj. But T’# T. These conclusions contradict 
the fact that T is a unique system of distinct representatives for (Q(BI)( j>),.. 
So T is also a rigid system of representatives for the sets Q%‘(j), j E A, U 
. . . u A,,,. 
(ii) *(i’): By R ic man’s h lemma and Vrba’s theorem, it is sufficient to 
prove that there exists a k X k submatrix B of 02’ such that the sets 
Qg’(j), j E A, u . . . u A,,, have a unique system of distinct representa- 
tives, where k = A, + . . . + A,,,. According to (ii), suppose that T = (tl, . . . , tk) 
is a rigid system of representatives for the sets 0$‘(j), j E Aa U . . . U A,,,. 
Consider the k x k submatrix B of 02’ whose row indices are t,, , t,. 
Then T is a system of distinct representatives for the sets 0$‘(j), j E A, 
U ... u A,,,. If there exists a system of distinct representatives T’# T for 
{Q&i’(j))j, then T’ is a permutation on (t,, . ., t,), and then there exists a 
nonidentity permutation u on {l, 2,. . . , k} such that T’ = (t,(,), . . ,tuCk,), 
since T’ is also a system of representatives for (Q$‘(j));. This is contrary to 
the fact that T is a rigid system of representatives for {Q#j)ti,Thus T is a 
unique system of distinct representatives for the sets QB (j), j E A, 
U . *. u A,,,. n 
THEOREM 3.16. Let D E T,, D > 0, and (A,, . . . , A,,,) be the level charac- 
teristic of D. For given p, 16 p < ind(D), $ the sets Q$‘)(j) (or ti’g)( j)), 
j E Apcl U . . . U A,,, have a rigid system of representatives, then w,(fi) 
+ . . . +w,(6)=Al+ ... + A, for all D E S’(D). 
Proof. Let k=Ap+l+ ... +A,, and T=(t,,...,t,) be a rigid system 
of representatives for the sets Q’Dp’( j), j E A,, , U . . . U A,,. Consider the 
k x k submatrix B of 0%’ whose row indices are t,, t,, . . . , t,. Then T is a 
system of distinct representatives for the sets Q$)‘( j), j E A,,+, U * * * U A,,,. 
Similarly to the proof of (ii) 3 (i’) in Theorem 3.15, we can prove that T is a 
unique system of distinct representatives for the sets Qg’( j), j E A,,, 
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. . * u A By Richman’s lemma and Vrba’s theorem, D(*p) has full abso- 
ltte columnm’rank. By Lemma 3.10, for all fi E S’(D), we have @b(j) = 
A($( j) = Q’,“)(j) = Q$$( j), 1~ j < s. This shows that fip E 9+ (Dp), and 
then D(t) E 9+ (D!+?)) c 9( D’,“)). So ti$‘) has full column rank. By Theo- 
rem 3.4, we get 
q(z3)+ ... + op( B) = A, f . . . + A,. n 
The converse of this theorem is not true. This is seen in Richman’s 
example (see [S]): 
s: @g-q. 
We take 
D= 
‘0 0 0 0 0 0 
000000 
000000 
101000 
110000 
,o 1 1 0 0 0 
Then the sets Q$)( j) = h’g( j), j E A,, have no rigid system of representa- 
tives, but ~~(1)) = A, for all fi E S’(D). 
COROLLARY 3.17. For given p, 2 < p Q ind( D), if the condition in Theo- 
rem 3.16 holds, then w,(o) d A, for all 6 E p’(D). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.16, it is obtained immediately. n 
THEOREM 3.18. Let D E rS, and (A,, . . . , A,,,) be the level characteristic 
of D. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Forsome BEE(D), w,(D)=A,. 
(ii) For some L? E g_(D) where 8 has the level characteristic (A,, . . . , A,,), 
ol(D)= A,. 
(iii) The sets Q%)(j) ior A($( j)), j E A, U . . * U A,, have a system of 
distinct representatives. 
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Proof. (i) * (ii): It is trivial. 
(ii) * (iii): Suppose fi E B(D) and fi has the level characteristic 
(Al,...,A,,) such that o,(6)= A,. By Theorem 3.4, @’ has full column 
rank, and then there exists a k X k (k = s - A,) submatrix B = (bij) of @’ 
such that det(B) f 0. Assume that the row indices of B are i,, . . . , i,. By the 
definition of determinant, there exists a nonzero term 
in det(B), where (j,, . . . , j,) is a permutation of(i,,...,ik). Since 0’E g_(D), 
we have dj,,,,, z 0, y = I,2 ,..., k. where D = (dij). This shows that T = 
(j 1,. ..j,) is a system of distinct representatives for the sets Q’:‘(j) [or 
A(z(j>], j E A, U . . . U A,,,. 
(iii) - (i): Let T = (j,, . j,) be a system of distinct representatives for 
the sets Qg)( j), j E A, U . . . u A,,,. We define a matrix DE R”,” as fol- 
lows: 
if i E A(;( I) \ { jI}, 
if i = j,, 
othetiise. 
Obviously, 6 E P(D). Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.9, we can prove 
that fi,‘,‘) has full column rank for t sufficiently large. For this case, by 
Theorem 3.4, w,( D,) = A, holds. n 
Pm~osrrro~ 3.19. Let D E T,, D 2 0, and (A,, . . ., A,,,) be the level 
characteristic of D. For given p, 1~ p < ind( D), if there exists a matrix 
fi E g(D) that has level characteristic (A ,, . . . , A,,,) such that w,( fi) 
+ . . . + w,(6)= A, + . . . + A,], then the sets @j(j) (or A(g)(j)), j E A,,,, 
U . . . u A,,,, have a system of distinct representatives. 
Proof. Let fi~&D) and w,(fi,)+ ... +w,‘(D)=A~+ ... +A,). By 
Theorem 3.4, 6,‘:’ has full column rank. Hence there exists a k X k (k = 
A p + 1 + . . . + A > submatrix B = (bij) of D$” such that det(B) f 0. By the ,,1 
definition of determinant, there exists a nonzero term as 
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in det(B). By Lemma 3.11, @’ E &Dp). So di:‘,, . . . , di,“,,‘k is also a system 
of nonzero numbers, where D” = (d$‘). This shows that T = (i,, . . . , ik> is a 
system of distinct representatives for the sets 0$“(j), j E A,+1 U . . . U A,,,. 
n 
4. ON M-MATRICES 
In this section, we apply some results in Section 3 to M-matrices, and 
obtain a sequence of results on M-matrices. In [3], D. J. Richman and 
H. Schneider give a relation between T, and M-matrices. We write it as the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Richman and Schneider). Let A E R”,” be a singular M- 
matrix, and S be the singular graph of A. Then there exist V E R”.” and 
D = Cd,,) E T’$,, D 2 0, such that 
AV= -VD. 
and all the column vectors of V constitute a basis for Ker(Ah), where 
h = ind(A), and d,, > 0 if and only $ LY E S”‘(p). 
The matrix D satisfying Lemma 4.1 is denoted by DA. By Lemma 4.1, it 
is obtained immediately that 
S( DA) = S(A) 
J(D/d =./(A). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A and B be M-matrices in R”,“. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) S(A) = S(B). 
(ii) DA E 9+ CD,). 
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Proof (i) - (ii): Let S(A) = S(B) = S, DA = (d&$)), and D, = (d(,BB). If 
d$) > 0, then, by Lemma 4.1, a E S(‘)(p), and this implies d(uBp) > 0. The 
converse is also true. So (ii> holds. 
(ii)*(i): Since DA E S’(D,), we say IS(A)1 = IS(B)I = s. If (Y E S(‘)(p) 
holds in S(A), then by Lemma 4.1, d1;9p) > 0, and then dyl”p > 0. This shows 
that (Y E S(‘)(p) holds in S(B). The converse is also true. So (i> holds. H 
LEMMA 4.3. L..et S,, S, be two nonempty, finite partially ordered sets and 
S, Q S,. Then, fx- arbitrary A E Q(S,) and B E 9&S,), DA E B(D,>. 
Proof. By the definition and Lemma 4.1, it is easy. n 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be a nonempty, finite partially ordered set with 
level characteristic (A 1, . . . , A,,), where h is the number of the levels in S. For 
given p, 1 < p < h - 1, if the sets S@‘(p), p E LI,,~ U * * . U A,,, have a rigid 
system of representatives, then w,(A)+ . . * + w,(A) = A, + . * . + A,, for all 
A E %W. 
Proof. Take a B E Q(S). Then S( D,) = S. Since, for p E S, Q E A”g’,(p> 
if and only if LY E S(P)(p), so, by the hypothesis, the sets A’$@), /3 E A,,+, 
U . . . U A,,, have a rigid system of representatives. For any A E Q(S), since 
S(A) = S(B), by Lemma 4.2 we have DA E S’( DB). By Theorem 3.16, we 
have 
wl( DA) + . . . + w,>( 0,) = A, + . . . + A,. 
Since J(A) = J( DA), we then have 
o,(A)+ ... + “,,(A) = A, + . . . + A,,. a 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let S be a nonempty, finite partially ordered set with 
level characteristic (A 1,. . . , Ah), where h is the number of the levels in S. For 
given p, 2 Q p < h - 1, if the sets SCp’(p), 0 E AP+ 1 U . . . U A,,, have a rigid 
system of representatives, then w,(A) < A, for all A E Q(S). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 3.3, it is obtained immediately. n 
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EXAMPLE 4.6. A finite partially ordered set S = {ai, aa,. .,a15) is de- 
fined as follows: 
For p = 3, the sets P(p), p E A,, have a rigid system of representatives 
(ffi, aa, CX,). Hence w,(A)+ o,(A)+ o,(A) = 12 and w,(A) < 4 for all A E 
Q(S). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let S be a nonempty, finite partially ordered 
level characteristic (h 1,. . . , A, ). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) For some A E 9(S), w,(A) = A,. 
set with 
(ii) For some partially ordered set S’ a S and A E Q(S’), w,(A) = A,. 
(iii) The sets S(‘)(p), /3 E S \ Ai, have a system of distinct representa- 
tives . 
Proof. (i) * (ii): It is trivial. 
(ii)*(iii): Let S’U S and A E %(S’) such that w,(A) = A,. Take a 
B E %(S). By Le mma 4.3, DA E g_( De). According to Theorem 3.18, the sets 
A(;JP), /3 E S \ A,, h ave a system of distinct representatives. Obviously, 
A($#) = S(‘)(p) f or any p E S, and so the sets S”‘(p), /3 E S \ A,, have a 
system of distinct representatives. 
(iii) a(i): Let S \ A, = {pi,. . . , Pk., and T = (a,, . . , a,) be a system of 
distinct representatives of the sets SC’@,), i = 1,2,. . . , k, where k = IS \ A,1 
(the cardinal number of S \ Ai) and czi E SC’)(/?i). We define a matrix 
D = (d,,) E R”,” as follows: 
if, for some i, /z? = pi and (Y E S”‘( Pi) \ {ai}, 
if,forsomei,p=pianda=aI, 
otherwise. 
Obviously, S(D) = S and D > 0. S = {PI,. . , flk) may be relabeled so that if 
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pi E A,,, fij E A,,, and p < y, then i > j (1~ i, j 6 s). Under this relabeling, 
D is a strictly lower triangular matrix. Similarly, to the proof of (iii) d(i) in 
Theorem 3.18, when t is sufficiently large, D, (I) has full column rank. Hence 
w,(D) = A,. But - D is a singular M-matrix and S( - D) = S(D) = S, 
J(- D)=J(D).Th en w,( - D) = A,. This shows that (i) holds. W 
EXAMPLE 4.8. A finite partially ordered set S = {or,. . . , alo} is defined as 
fo1lows: 
Obviously, the sets S(‘)(LY~), i = 5,6,. . , 10, have systems of distinct represen- 
tatives as follows: 
By Theorem 4.6, there exists a singular M-matrix A E %(S> such that 
w,(A) = 4. 
TIIEOREM 4.9. Let S be a nonempty, finite partially ordered set with 
level characteristic (A ,, . . . , A,,). For given p, 1~ p < h, there exists a 
nonempty partially ordered set S’ a S and a matrix A E %(S’) such that 
w,(A)+ *.. +w,,(A)=h,+ ... + A,, only if one of the following conditions 
holds : 
(i) The sets S(“)(p), p E A ,,+ 1 U . . . U A,,, have a system of distinct 
representatives. 
(ii) The sets S(‘)(p), p E Apfl U . . . U A,,, have a system of distinct 
representatives. 
Proof. (i): Suppose S’ a S and A E Q(S’) such that o,(A) 
... +w (A)=A + ... 
&D,). S:nce 
+ A Take a BE%(S). By Lemma 4.3, DA E 
DBIE T. and b, > 0, by Theorem 3.19 the sets tiCg$p) 
PEA,,++ . . . U A,,, Shave a system of distinct representatives. But (Y E’ 
A(‘g’,(p) if and only if (Y E So’)(@), so the sets So’)(p), j3 E A p + 1 U . . . U A h> 
have a system of distinct representatives. 
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(ii): Clearly, (Y E S@)(p) implies (Y E S(‘)(p). By (i), (ii) holds. n 
THEOREM 4.10. Let S be a nonempty, finite partially ordered set with 
the level characteristic (A,, . . , A,). For given p, 1 < p < h, if A, 
+ * .. + hh_-p < A,+1 + .*. + A,,, then, for every S’ a S, w,(A) 
+ ... +w,(A)>A,+ +. . + A,, jbr all A E Q(S). 
Proof. For arbitrary S’ a S and A E Q(S), then DA has the level 
characteristic (A i,. . , Ah). By Corollary 3.5 and the hypothesis, w,(D,) 
+ . . . + w,(D,) > A, + . . . + A,. Because J(A) = J(DA), the proof is com- 
plete. n 
THEOREM 4.11. Let S be a nonempty, finite partially ordered set with 
the level characteristic (A 1 ,..., A,,). For given p, 1 f p < h, if, for t k’s, 
kl,...,k, (1 < ki G h - p), the sets S”“(p), /3 E Ap+, have no system of 
distinct representatives for every i, 1~ i < t, then, for an arbitrary nonempty 
partially ordered set S’ a S, 
o,(A)+ ... +w,(A)>(A,+ ... +A,,)+t 
for all A E 52(S). 
Proof. Take a B E Q(S). By Lemma 4.1, we get tigL(p)= S’“‘(p) 
VP E S. For any A E a(S) and S’ a S, DA E .!?_( II,) (by Lemma 4.3), and 
J(DA) = J(A). Because DA has also the level characteristic (A,, . . ., A,), by 
Theorem 3.12 and the hypothesis we obtain immediately that 
w,(A)+ .a. +w,(A)a(A,+ .*. +A,,)+t. n 
5. ON S,(A) AND J(A) 
In this section, we discuss the questions (1.4) and (1.5) for the case of 
ind(A) = 2. Through this section, we characterize j(B) and S,(B) by the 
Weyr characteristic and level characteristic respectively. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a singular M-matrix with Weyr characteristic 
(w, 1) where w = s - 1. Then, for any positive integer k, 1~ k < s - 1, there 
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exists a singular M-matrix B such that J(B) = J(A) and B has level character- 
istic (s - k, k). 
Proof. For 1 < k < s - 1, we construct a matrix D E R”~” as follows: 
D= 
s-krows 
I 
‘0 ... 0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 . . . 0 (j 
1 . . . 1 0 
. 
. . 
,; . . . ; 0 
. . 0 
. . 0 
. . 0 
. . 0 
k columns 
Since s -(s - k)+ 1 = k + 1 > k, we have D E T,. Clearly, ranks D) = 1, 
and ol( D) = s - 1 = to, w,(D) = 1. By the construction of D, D has level 
characteristic (s - k, k). Let B = - D. Then B is a singular M-matrix and 
satisfies J(B) = J( D) and S * (B) = S * (D). This completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a singular M-matrix with Weyr characteristic 
(w,, w,) (w, + o2 = s, o1 > wz). Zf A has level characteristic (s - k, k), then 
w2 <k < wl. 
Proof. Let the standard form of DA E T, be 
where A, is an(s-k)Xk matrix. Sorank(D,)=rank(A,)<s-k,andthen 
By Lemma 3.3, w1 2 s - k, i.e., k > s - w1 = we. These show that o2 < 
k < wl. n 
THEOREM 5.3. ZLet A be a singular M-matrix with Weyr characteristic 
(w,, w,) (ol + o2 = s, w1 > w2 > 2). Then, fm any positive integer k, o9 < k 
< w 1, there exists a singular M-matrix B such that 
(i) J(B)= J(A); 
(ii) B has level characteristic (s - k, k). 
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Proof. For k, o2 < k < ol, we construct a matrix D E R”,” as follows: 
0 0 
= D’ 0 2 ( 1 (j (j ..: i 0 D= s-k rows 0 0 .** 0 
. 
. . 
0 0 . . . 0 
/ 
02 - 1 columns k - wp + 1 columns 
where 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
. . . 0’ 
0 
i . 
0 
0, 
D’= 0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 0 0 1 . . . . . . 
Let 
co2 - 1 columns 
Since w2 Q k, the left k - o2 + 1 columns of D can be constructed. Since 
k<w,,then 02- 1 < s - k, and then D” can be constructed, and the lowest 
row of D” at least is a zero row, because [s -(s - k) + l] - [(k - w2 + 1) + l] 
=(k+l)-(k-o,+2)=o,-l>O, DET,. 
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Notice that D’ has no zero column, and the set of row indices and the set 
of column indices of D’ are the level sets A, and A, of S(D) respectively. 
So D has level characteristic (s - k, k). 
Since rank( D) = rank( D’) = ( o2 -l)+l=w, and o,(D)=s-rank(D) 
= s - w2 = or, we have J(D) = J(A). Take B = - D. Then B is a singular 
M-matrix and satisfies S(B) = S(D) and J(B) = J(D) = J(A). This completes 
the proof. W 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be a singular M-matrix with level characteristic 
(A,,&) (A, + A, = s). Zf A h as Weyr characteristic (s - k, k ), then k < 
min(A,, As). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we have k < A,. Let the standard form of 
DA ET, be 
0 0 
( 1 D’ 0’ 
where D’ is a A, X A, matrix. Since rank(D,) = rank(D’) < A,, we have 
w,(A)= wI(DA)= s -rank( s-A,, i.e., s-k > s-A,, and then k < 
A,. Hence k < min(A,, AZ). n 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A be a singular M-matrix with level characteristic 
(A,,A,) (A, + A, = s). Th en or any positive integer k, 1 <k < min(A,,A,), f 
there exists a singular M-matrix B such that 
(i) S,(B) = S,(A); 
(ii) B has Weyr characteristic (s - k, k ). 
Proof. For 1 < k < min(A,,As), we construct a matrix DE R”*” as 
follows: 
i 
1 0 ..* 0 1 .a* 1 
k rows 
0 1 ... 0 1 ... 1 
. . . . . . . 
D= . . . . . 
k columns 1 columns 
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where k+u=A,, k+Z=A, (u and 1 may be zero). Clearly, rank(D)=k; 
then w,(D) = s - k, w,(D) = k, i.e., D has Weyr characteristic (s - k, k). 
Since (s - A, + l)-- h, = 1 > 0, we have D E ‘l’Y. By the construction of D, D 
has level characteristic (A,, A,). Let B = - D. B is a singular M-matrix and 
satisfies 
J(B) = J(D) and S*(B)=S*(D)=S,(A). 
This completes the proof. n 
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